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New Property Claim (Housing), Crawley BC, QLA 11H068-0123 

2 August 2022 at 15:55

To: GBZ_Claims Farnborough Property Claims <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xx.xxxxxx.xxx>

Dear Sirs,

Policy - QLA 11H068-0123
Our Ref - C046/22

On Friday 29th July, the Council's housing block of flats at Milton Mount, Pound Hill, Crawley, RH10 3DX, suffered a
fire due to arson.

Fortunately, the damage is mainly cosmetic and requires cleaning and redecoration. The damage is in the communal
area and, as far as I'm aware, there is no damage to any of the specific flats.

For reference, I've attached some photographs taken by one of the housing maintenance officers. 

In view of the nature of the damage, the Council has had to appoint their contractor to carry out cleaning of the smoke
damaged entrance, as they couldn't leave it as it was for any length of time. They have forwarded me the quote they
received from their contractor, which I've also attached here. As well as the cleaning at £825, there will just be
redecoration required, in the sum of £4,030, so fortunately not a large claim.

In view of the relatively minor costs I don't know if you will need to appoint an adjuster to inspect the property to agree
the costs, or if you are happy to just agree this yourselves? Obviously the Council would like to get the redecoration
works done as soon as possible once the cleaning is complete.

I look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible.

Regards,

 

Adur & Worthing Councils
Insurance Dept, Town Hall, Chapel Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 1HA 
http://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/
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